Blender
Daily Collection
550 W
2 L Plastic Jar
2 speeds + pulse
ProBlend 4

Your new Walita: Larger, stronger, better*
Powerful blending & even ice-crushing in a 2L jar*

HR2129

Conquer any recipe with the Philips Walita Daily Blender. Exclusive ProBlend 4
technology creates the perfect environment for quick and smooth blending.
Practical and easy for any recipe
Family sized 2L super resistant plastic jar
550 Watts: superior performance with energy saving
ProBlend 4 star blade for eﬀective blending and mixing
XL spout for easy pouring
Versatility
2 speeds: perfect for soft & hard ingredients
Ice function + Auto-clean in one button
Mayonnaise function: pour oil gradually
Quality
2 years global warranty
Dishwasher safe except for the main unit and blade assembly
Made out of BPA-free materials
Non-slip rubber feet

Blender
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Highlights
2 speeds + pulse to crush ice

Dishwasher safe

Mayonnaise Function

For the best performance blend at high or low
speed and even crush ice with the special ice
speed setting.

All parts are dishwasher safe, except for the
main unit and blade assembly.

Exclusive hole in the lid for pouring the oil
gradually while making the perfect
mayonnaise.

2L plastic jar
2 years warranty

Non-slip rubber feet
The robust base is composed with non slip
rubber feet to assure that the device doesn't
move even when blending the hardest
ingredients for a safer usage.
ProBlend 4

Philips Walita oﬀers a full 2 years global
warranty for this product to ensure you have
long lifetime blender to use every day.

Big 2 liter plastic jar with extra large spout for
recipes for your entire family with easy serving.
Ice function + Auto-clean

Strong 550W power motor
The newly designed blade will blend and cut
the ingredients eﬀectively and make a perfect
smoothie for you and your family.
XL spout

The perfect power combiing great performance
for crushing ice while saving energy.

Special speed setting button for ice crushing
and auto clean bringing more variety and
easiness to your blending experience.
BPA-free

With the well-designed spout precision, you
can easily pour your blend.

This Philips Walita Daily Blender is made from
BPA-free materials.
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Speciﬁcations
Accessories
Included: Jar

Service
2-year worldwide guarantee

Country of origin
Made in: Brazil

Technical speciﬁcations
Capacity jar: 2 L
Power: 550 W
Voltage: 220 V
Working capacity jar: 1.5 L

General speciﬁcations
Number of speed settings: 2 + pulse
Product features: Dishwasher safe, Non-slip
feet, Pulse, Removable lid

Weight and dimensions
Dimensions of packaging (LxWxH): 228 x 171 x
319 mm
Dimensions of product (LxWxH): 226 x 169 x
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317 mm
Weight incl. packaging: 1.45 kg
Weight of product: 1.24 kg
Design
Color: White
Finishing
Material blade: San material
Material jar: PP Plastic
Material of main body: Plastic

* Compared to predecessor RI2001
* Working capacity 1.5L

